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Liquids
Most of the molecules in liquids are in contact
with one another and are therefore almost
impossible to compress. Liquids have definite
volumes but no definite shapes. They adopt the
shapes of the containers in which they are placed.
Liquids used in school workshops include water
for cooling hot materials and for heat treatments,
lubricating oils for machines, soldering flux,
cutting fluids and adhesives. 

Fig 1.5(a)
Liquids adopt the shapes of the containers in which they are
placed

Fig 1.5(b)
Use of liquids in school workshop

Solids
Solids have definite volumes. Solid materials used
in school workshops include
metals, plastics and wood. 

Fig 1. 6
Use of solids in school workshop

Properties of Materials
● Strength This is the ability of a material to

withstand forces of tension, compression,
shear, bending and torsion.
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Fig. 1.7(a)
Tensile strength is the maximum pulling or tensile stress a
material can withstand before breaking. Cables and chains
need to have this property.

FORCE FORCE

CABLE IN TENSION

A TENSILE FORCE TENDS TO STRETCH A MATERIAL

STOOL LEGS UNDER COMPRESSION

A COMPRESSIVE FORCE TENDS TO
‘SQUASH’ A MATERIAL

FORCEFORCE

Fig. 1.7(b)
Compressive strength is the ability to withstand compressive
forces



● Hardness The ability of a material to resist
abrasive wear, indentation and scratching.

● Ductility A material is said to be ductile when
it can be permanently stretched, without
fracture, by a tensile force. It must be plastic
enough to allow deformation and strong
enough not to fracture. A metal must be
ductile to enable it to be drawn into wire.
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Fig. 1.7(c)
Shear strength is the ability to resist shearing forces

FORCE

FORCE

A RIVET RESISTING SHEARING FORCES

FORCE
FORCE

FORCE

A BENCH SHEARS
APPLIES A SHEAR FORCE

Fig. 1.7(d)
Bending strength is the ability to resist bending forces

FORCE

A PLANK RESISTING A BENDING FORCE (LOAD)

FORCE

BENDING FORCES TEND
TO BEND A MATERIAL

FORCE

Fig. 1.7(e)
Torsional strength is the ability to withstand a twisting force or
torsion

Fig. 1.8
Hardness is the ability to resist indentation and scratching

Fig. 1.9
Ductility

A MATERIAL MUST BE DUCTILE
TO ENABLE IT TO BE DRAWN

THROUGH A DIE

DIE WIRE BEING DRAWN

TENSILE FORCE

TORSION TENDS TO
TWIST A MATERIAL

TORSIONAL
FORCE

HARDNESS IS AN
IMPORTANT PROPERTY OF

CUTTING TOOLS



● Malleability This is the property that allows a
material to be extended in all directions,
without rupture, by rolling or hammering.
The malleability of most metals is increased
by heating.

● Toughness This property enables a material to
withstand blows or an impact. The amount of
energy it takes to fracture a material is an
indication of its toughness.

● Brittleness This is the opposite to toughness.
A brittle material can easily be fractured by
an impact. Glass is an example of a brittle
material.

● Elasticity This is the ability of a material to
return to its original shape when freed from a
force that was distorting it.

● Plasticity This property enables a material to
be permanently deformed, without fracture.
A metal needs to be plastic when it is being
forged. The plasticity of metals can be
increased by heating them.

● Conductivity This is the ability of a material
to allow heat or electricity to flow through it.
Silver, copper and aluminium are good
conductors of heat and electricity.

Fig. 1.10
Malleability

A RIVET NEEDS TO BE MADE
FROM A MALLEABLE MATERIAL

SO THAT ITS HEAD CAN BE
FORMED

Fig. 1.11
Toughness enables a material to withstand impacts or blows

Fig. 1.12
Brittleness

Fig. 1.13
Elasticity enables a material to return to its original shape after
being deformed

Fig. 1.14
Plasticity is an important property in the metals used for coins,
enabling them to be embossed

Fig. 1.15
Thermal conductivity

MATERIAL BEING TESTED

BALL BEARING
STUCK TO THE

MATERIAL WITH
CANDLE WAX

THE ORDER IN
WHICH THE BALL

BEARINGS FALL OFF
IS AN INDICATION OF

THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF
EACH MATERIAL
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Exercises
1. List two examples of the use of gases in

the school workshop.
2. List two examples of the use of liquids in

the school workshop.
3. Copy the table below into your copybook

and complete it by stating the type of
strength (tensile, compressive, shear,
bending or torsional) required by each
component (a) to (o) shown in Fig. 1.16
above. The first line has been done for you. 

4. Complete the table matching each item
shown in Fig. 1.17 below with the relevant
property.

5. Complete the table matching each material
listed with the appropriate property. 
Material: acrylic, spring steel, lead.
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Property Item  
Ductility   

Conductivity

Toughness

Malleability

Hardness

Fig. 1.16

Component Type of strength required
a Bending strength
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o

Fig. 1.17

HACKSAW BLADE

COPPER WIRE

CONNECTING 
ROD

SOLDERING BIT

COOKING FOIL

a
b

f

k l

g

n

o

m

ed

c

i

jh

Property Material  
Elasticity

Plasticity

Brittleness 



Fig. 2.1
The various stages in the production of iron and steel

Ferrous Metals

Iron Ore
The main form of iron ore is iron oxide, which is
iron chemically combined with oxygen. The ore
also has large amounts of earthy materials, in the
form of rocks, clay and sand, mixed through it. In
the smelting of the ore, the unwanted elements are

mostly removed, leaving a material which is
mainly iron.

The Blast Furnace
Iron ore is smelted in a blast furnace (Fig. 2.2).
The iron ore, coke and limestone are fed into it
from the top. Hot air is blown in through nozzles,
called tuyeres, at the bottom.

Metals
There are two main groups of metals: ferrous metals, which consist mainly of iron (ferrite) and
non-ferrous metals, which contain no iron.
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BLAST
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BASIC OXYGEN

CONVERTER
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FURNACE

IRON ORE

IRON
IRON AND STEEL SCRAP

STEEL FOR GENERAL USECAST IRON



Fig. 2.2
The blast furnace

Stage 1 Top bell open; bottom bell closed;
charge fed in

Stage 2 Top bell closed; bottom bell open;
charge drops into furnace; escape of
gases or heat kept to a minimum

Fig. 2.3 
Charging the blast furnace

As the coke burns, it produces heat and carbon
monoxide gas. The carbon monoxide combines
with the oxygen in the ore, leaving iron. The
molten iron falls to the bottom of the furnace. At
the same time, the limestone combines with the
earthy impurities to form a slag. This also goes to
the bottom of the furnace, but it floats on top of
the molten iron because it is lighter.

The slag is tapped off from time to time as it
builds up. The molten iron is also tapped off at
intervals as it collects beneath the slag. It is
brought directly to the steel-making furnaces or
sometimes cast into slabs for making into cast iron
later. In the past, iron was sometimes cast into
slabs before being brought to the steel-making
furnace. These slabs resembled pigs and the metal
was called ‘pig iron’.

The furnace gas is taken off at the top of the
furnace and, after cleaning, is used for pre-heating
the air ‘blast’ entering the furnace.

The Production of Steel
Steel is produced by refining iron and re-melting
iron and steel scrap. The main methods used today
are the basic oxygen and electric arc processes.
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The Basic Oxygen Process
This is the major method of producing bulk steel.
In the basic oxygen process, a water-cooled lance is
used for blowing oxygen into the furnace. The
main portion of the charge used is molten iron,
but it also involves large quantities of scrap metal.
The refining is done very rapidly, resulting in a
process that is much more economical than any of
the earlier processes.

Fig. 2.4
Basic oxygen furnace

The furnace, Fig. 2.4, is rotated to various positions
during its operation, Fig. 2.5. The charge is made
up of molten iron, scrap metal (iron and steel) and
lime. An oxygen lance is lowered in through the
mouth of the furnace and the oxygen is blown
onto the surface of the molten metal at a very
high speed. This burns unwanted impurities from
the charge. The lime helps to produce a slag which
assists the refining, and any remaining scrap is
melted. During the ‘blow’, the temperature is
checked and the molten metal analysed. 
When the temperature and composition are
correct, the lance is withdrawn, the furnace is
tilted and the molten steel is poured from
underneath the slag into a ladle. The furnace is
then tilted in the opposite direction in order to
empty the slag.

A modified process is used for iron with a high
phosphorus content. In this case, finely crushed
lime is blown in through the oxygen lance. The
blow is in two stages, slag being produced during
both. Slag is removed between the stages. This slag
is rich in phosphorus and is used as a fertiliser.
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Fig. 2.5
Basic oxygen process
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The Electric Arc Furnace
Originally the electric arc furnace, Fig. 2.6, was
used for producing special high quality steels, but
at present it is also widely used to produce steels
for general use from iron and steel scrap.

Electric arc furnaces are widely used in the production of steel

Fig. 2.6 
Electric arc furnace

The required heat is generated by means of electric
arcs produced between carbon electrodes and the
charge. As well as scrap metal, lime and mill scale
or iron ore are also fed into it. These latter
materials combine with the unwanted elements,
producing a slag. From time to time, samples are
taken to check the composition of the steel. When
this is correct, the slag is removed and the steel
tapped by rotating the furnace on its rollers. 

Cast Iron
Cast iron is produced by refining blast furnace iron
(pig iron) in a furnace called a cupola, which is
similar to a blast furnace but much smaller. The
inclusion of steel scrap in the charge helps to
control the carbon content which is usually 2–4%.
Its main properties are:
● Strength in compression but weakness in

tension.
● Brittleness — it may crack if struck a hard blow.
● Good resistance to wear.
● Fluidity when melted and the ability to be

cast into intricate shapes.
● Easier to melt than steel    — its melting

temperature ranges from 1130°C to 1250°C.
● Its strength can be greatly increased by

additional treatments.

There are two main types — grey cast iron and
white cast iron.

Grey cast iron is the most common type. Its
fractured surface is grey. It is easily machined. Uses
include machine beds, e.g. lathe beds, vice bodies,
drilling machine tables, manhole covers, ranges and
fire grates.

White cast iron has a white fracture. It is very hard
and almost unmachinable. It is used for articles
needing great hardness and good resistance to
wear, such as stone crushing machinery.

Fig. 2.7
Applications of cast iron include ranges, lathe beds, baths.
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Steel
Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon — the carbon
content being up to about 1.5%. Although the
carbon content is low, it has a great effect on the
properties of the metal. Steel is available in a wide
variety of shapes and properties and therefore has
a wide range of uses. There are two main groups
— plain carbon steels and alloy steels.

Plain Carbon Steels
These steels are a series of iron and carbon alloys
with the carbon content varying between about
0.05% and 1.4%. The main grades and examples of
their uses are given in Fig. 2.8.

Dead Mild Steel
When the carbon content of the steel is between
about 0.05% and 0.15%, it is called dead mild
steel. This is very ductile and easily formed. 

Common uses: Sheets for various purposes, such as
tinplate and car bodies; chains; rivets; nails; thin wire.
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Fig. 2.8
Plain carbon steels and examples of their application

Type of Steel % Carbon Uses

Dead mild steel 0.05-0.15

Mild steel 0.15-0.30

Medium carbon steel 0.3-0.6

High carbon steel 0.6-1.4



The double bond is a reactive link and under
suitable conditions, one link will detach and
connect with another molecule. Thousands of
molecules will join in this way to form each long
chain polyethylene molecule. Newly formed
polyethylene molecules attract one another and
become tangled and twisted to form the solid
material polyethylene. The forces of attraction
between the molecules are called secondary bonds.

This type of polymerisation is called addition
polymerisation. There is another type called
condensation polymerisation. This involves two
different monomers reacting together to produce
the long chain molecule. An example of a polymer
produced in this way is phenol formaldehyde or
Bakelite.

Fig. 3.1
The polymerisation of ethylene to form polyethylene (or
polythene)

Thermoplastics
Thermoplastics soften when heated and can be
moulded into required shapes when in this state.
They will harden again on cooling. By heating and
cooling, they can be softened and hardened over
and over again.

Fig. 3.2
Thermoplastics

On heating, the forces of attraction between the
long chain molecules become weaker, allowing
them to move over one another and form a new
shape under pressure. On cooling, the bonds
reform again, retaining the new shape. 

Thermosetting Plastics
Thermosetting plastics undergo a chemical change
during moulding and hardening and, therefore,
cannot be softened again by heating. They are like
eggs — they harden when heated and will not
soften again by reheating.

Fig. 3.3
Thermosetting plastics

These undergo a chemical reaction on heating
resulting in permanent crosslinking between the
molecules. They cannot be softened again on
heating. 

C  SMALL MOLECULES LINK TO FORM A LONG CHAIN POLYETHYLENE
MOLECULE. THIS IS MADE UP OF THOUSANDS OF ETHYLENE
MOLECULES.

CARBON
ATOM

HYDROGEN
ATOM

ETHYLENE
MOLECULE

B  ONE OF THE DOUBLE LINKS DETACHES

A

CROSSLINKS
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Identification of Plastics
The tests described in the following tables are
simple ones that are easily carried out. Although
many plastics can be identified by these tests, it
would require very specialised testing to positively
identify every kind of plastic. It should be
remembered that the presence of fillers, pigments
or other additives can considerably alter the
appearance and properties of plastics.

Special care must be observed when testing plastics,
and all testing should be done under controlled
conditions. If samples are being cut from bottles or
other containers, they must first be thoroughly
washed and dried in case they contain any residue
of a dangerous substance. Some plastics give off
irritating fumes, and thermoplastics can melt and
drip burning molten material. 

26

Tests for Plastics: Identification and Properties

Type of Plastics

Acrylic

Polyethylene
(Polythene)

Polyvinylchloride
(PVC)

Nylon

Polystyrene

Phenolic

Appearance

Is it transparent,
translucent or
opaque? Is it
coloured?
Can be crystal clear;
may be opaque if
pigments have been
added

Transparent in thin
film
Translucent in
thicker sections

Transparent unless
fillers or pigments
have been added

Opaque, except as
thin film

Transparent unless
pigments have been
added

Black or brown

Stiffness

Try bending a
sample

Try cutting a
sample with
a knife

Drop a
sample in
water
Does it
float?

Heat a
sample

Try burning a
small piece



Tapping
Coarse threads are the most suitable type for
acrylic. If tapping near an edge, care must be taken
to avoid fracture. Lard oil can be used as a cutting
fluid.

Polishing
A filed surface can be polished to a high degree. File
marks are first removed by using progressively finer
grades of emery cloth and ‘wet and dry paper’. The
surface can then be polished by hand or on a
polishing machine. Hand-polishing is done by using
a soft cloth with a special acrylic polish (or a metal
polish). To prevent accidents, a polishing machine
should only be used by those with experience.

Bonding
Acrylic can be bonded using the following:
● Special acrylic cements such as ‘Tensol’.
● Suitable adhesives.

Cements contain acrylic and some will fill small
gaps between surfaces very well. They generally
produce strong joints.

Adhesives are useful for joining acrylic to other
materials. An adhesive that suits both materials
must be used. Surfaces to be bonded must be
clean and dry. Polished surfaces should be lightly
roughened to improve their wetting properties.
Apply the bonding agent to both surfaces and
keep the parts pressed together for some time. Do
not forget that the work must be carried out in a
well-ventilated area.

Hot Forming
Acrylic, being a thermoplastic material, will soften
when heated and can then be shaped. It will retain
this shape when cooled. Bending and pressing
operations can be carried out using simple
equipment. The acrylic sheet must be heated to
about 160°C. Overheating will damage it. When

formed, it should be allowed to cool slowly to
avoid distortion. Gloves or a tongs must be used to
grip the hot acrylic, and care must be taken not to
mark its surface.

Bending
Unless a wide bend is required, it is better just to
heat the section of the sheet where the bend is to
be. This can be done using an electric strip heater.
The sheet should be turned over at regular
intervals to give even heating. 

Fig. 3.19
Bending
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If making a wide bend on a former, Fig. 3.19(B), it
may be better to heat the whole sheet.

Bending jigs and formers, Fig. 3.19, can be made
from wood. The surfaces of wooden jigs and
formers should be smoothly finished to avoid
marking the acrylic. When using a former, a piece
of strong cloth can be used to bend the sheet
around it. Two strips of wood, inserted into folds
at the ends of the cloth, will provide a good grip.

Pressing
Bowl and tray shapes can be produced by simple
pressing techniques. One method is to place the
heated sheet between matching moulds and to
press them together, Fig. 3.20(A). Another method
is to clamp the heated sheet over a hole in a jig,
and press its central portion into the hole, Fig.
3.20(B).

Fig. 3.20
Press forming

Casting Polyester Resin
In this work, articles are formed by pouring
prepared liquid resins into suitably shaped moulds

and allowing them to set. Polyester resins are
available in a pre-accelerated, or pre-activated,
state and only require the addition of a catalyst to
set, or ‘cure’, them. Moulds can be made from
various materials. A casting can be coloured by
adding a pigment to the resin. Objects such as
shells, leaves, pieces of metal, plastics and wood
can be embedded or encapsulated in the resin.
Some objects such as flowers and insects must be
specially treated before encapsulation.

There are different types of polyester resins
available and manufacturers’ instructions should
always be followed when using them. The general
procedures are as follows:

Casting
1. Coat the mould with a release agent to

prevent the resin sticking to it.
2. Measure out the required amount of pre-

accelerated resin.
3. Add the recommended amount of catalyst

and stir well.
4. Mix in pigment if required and allow bubbles

to rise to the surface.
5. Pour the mixture into the mould.
6. When the casting has reached the gel stage

(has become jelly-like), remove it from the
mould, if possible. Place it on a polyethylene
sheet to harden fully.

Encapsulation
1. Prepare sufficient resin to fill the mould to a

depth of about 5mm.
2. Allow this layer to gel.
3. Place the object on this layer.
4. Prepare the extra resin required and pour it

into the mould, taking care not to disturb the
object.

5. Allow to harden as before.



Common Softwoods
● Red deal is tough and durable, easily worked

and yellowish in colour. It is used for general
joinery, telegraph poles and railway sleepers.

● White deal is lighter in colour and less
durable than red deal. It is relatively cheap
and is used for general joinery.

● Parana pine is light brown, often with streaks
of pink. It is reasonably hard but easily split.
Parana pine is used for ceilings, architraves

(the surrounds of doors and windows),
skirting boards and stairs.

● Red cedar is light and durable and reddish-
brown in colour. It is used for windows, doors
and panels. In Canada, it is used for building
wooden houses.

● Larch has good resistance to decay and is used
for outdoor articles such as boats, fences and
garden seats.

31

Fig. 3.24
Woodwork joints
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Fig. 3.25
Common cutting tools for wood

Common Hardwoods
● Mahogany There are a number of varieties of

mahogany. It has a rich, red colour and is hard
and strong. Mahogany is used for furniture
and high-class joinery and as a veneer for
chipboard and plywood.

● Teak is golden brown in colour. It is hard,
strong and durable, but difficult to work. Teak
is used for external doors and windows, ship
building and science laboratory benches.

● Beech is hard and durable with a reddish-
yellow or light brown colour. It is used for
furniture, especially chairs, and also for tool
handles, flooring and turned articles.

● Oak There are a number of varieties of oak
with colours of light yellow, light brown and
brown. It is hard, strong, tough and durable
and has a wide range of uses, including
furniture, panelling and veneers.

● Ash is very resilient and tough; it is widely
used for tool handles, hurleys and oars.

Manufactured Boards
● Plywood is made by gluing an odd number of

veneer, each at right angles to the grain of the
one next to it. Plywood has greater and more
uniform strength than wood in its natural
form. It can be bent to form curved shapes
and does not split easily. Plywood is used for
panels, cupboard backs, drawer bottoms and
boats.

Fig. 3.26
Plywood
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Marking Out
Marking out involves the drawing of lines on a
blank piece of material to indicate the outline of a
component. The marking out must be clear and
accurate in order to produce accurate work.
Bright, mild steel surfaces can be coated with a
solution of copper sulfate or marking fluid to show
up the scribed lines distinctly. A hard pencil or
brass scriber is used for marking out on
ornamental metals, such as brass, copper, tinplate
and aluminium, to avoid scratching their surfaces.

Marking out is done from points, datum lines and
datum edges or surfaces.

The Scriber
The scriber is used for drawing lines on metal. It is
made of high carbon steel. The points are
hardened and tempered and ground to an angle of
30°. There are different types of scriber available.
They can be single-pointed, Fig. 5.1 A, or double-
pointed, Fig. 5.1 B, and can be made in one solid
piece or have detachable points. The bent point on
the double-pointed scriber is used in places which
are inaccessible to a straight point. The body of the
scriber is knurled to provide a good grip. 

When using a scriber, you should tilt it at an angle
to the straight edge, Fig. 5.2, to avoid inaccuracies.
The scriber should not be used as a lever or as a
punch, because the point can be easily damaged.

Fig. 5.1
The scriber

Fig. 5.2
Using the scriber

5
Marking Out and Measuring
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6
General Benchwork

Fig. 6.1
Layout of tools
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Fig. 7.1
Pillar drilling machine

The Drilling Machine
A pillar drilling machine is shown in Fig. 7.1. This
type is bolted directly to the floor. The table is at
right angles to the chuck spindle. It can be raised,
lowered or rotated on the column and is held in
the required position by means of a clamp. The
height at which the table is set depends on the
height of the workpiece and the length of the drill
bit being used. The table must be supported
whenever the clamp is loosened, to prevent it
from falling suddenly.

The upper surface of the base is machined, so that
it can be used to support work which would be
too high for the table. When the base is being
used, the table must be swung to the side. The
table and base have slots to accommodate bolts for
a machine vice or for work-holding clamps.

Fig. 7.2
Vee belt and stepped pulleys

7
Drilling
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Fig. 8.1
Taps

Taps
Taps are used for cutting internal threads, such as
the thread on a nut. This is called tapping.
There are three kinds of tap: taper tap, second or
intermediate tap and plug or bottoming tap.

Taper tap This is tapered over the first 8 to 10
threads, allowing it to enter the hole and gradually
cut to the full thread depth.

Second tap This is tapered over the first four
threads or so and is used after the taper tap when
tapping a blind hole.

Plug tap This has only a short taper — one or two
threads. It is used for finishing the thread at the
bottom of a deep or blind hole.

Taps are made from high-speed steel. They are
hard and brittle and must be used with care to
avoid breaking them, especially the smaller ones.
The flutes along the body provide the cutting
edges. The flutes also provide spaces for the chips
being cut and passageways for the cutting fluid to
reach the cutting edges. The ends are square for
gripping in a tap wrench. Taps should always be
cleaned after use.

8

Fitting and Assembly 1:
Screwing, Tapping and Riveting



Screw Thread Terms
Crest The most prominent part of the thread.

Root The bottom of the thread groove.

Flank The straight part of the thread between the
root and the crest.

Pitch The distance between corresponding points
on adjacent threads, measured parallel to the axis.

Lead The distance the screw moves along its axis
in one revolution. On a single-start thread, the
lead is equal to the pitch. On a double-start
thread, it is twice the pitch.

Major Diameter The largest diameter of the screw
thread. On a screw, it is the diameter at the crests.

Minor or Core Diameter This is the smallest
diameter of a screw thread. It is equal to the major
diameter minus twice the thread depth.

Types of Screw Threads
ISO Metric Threads
This is an international screw thread system,
which has been adopted in this country instead of
now obsolete BSW, BSS and BA threads. The old
threads are, however, still used occasionally. There
is a fine and coarse series in the system. The coarse
series is for general use and the fine for special
applications. ISO metric threads are designated by
the letter M, followed by the nominal size and
pitch, both in millimetres.

Examples
(i) MIO x 1.25 — this indicates a nominal size of

10mm and a pitch of 1.25 mm (this is in the
fine series).

(ii) MIO x 1.5 — this indicates a nominal size of
10mm and a pitch of 1.5 mm (this is in the
coarse series).
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When the thread is in the coarse series, it is not
necessary to give the pitch. For instance, 
MIO x 1.5mm can be given as MIO.
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Buttress Thread
This thread is used for applying thrust in one
direction only. It is used on the screws of quick
release vices.

Square Thread
This thread is suitable for applying thrust in both
directions. It is used on screw jacks, vices, clamps
and valve spindles.

Acme Thread
The sloped flanks of this thread allow easy
engagement of half nuts. It is used on the
leadscrews of lathes.

Comparing Coarse and Fine Threads
● The coarse thread is stronger.
● The core of a coarse threaded screw is smaller

and therefore weaker.
● A coarse threaded nut or screw is more likely

to work loose as a result of vibration.
● The axial movement per revolution of a

coarse threaded nut or screw is greater.

Threaded Fasteners
These include screws, bolts, studs and nuts. By
using these, joined parts can be easily separated
again when required.

Screws
Screws are used for joining parts together, for
preventing relative movements between parts and
for adjustment purposes. When used for joining
two parts, the screw passes through a clearance
hole in the outer one and is screwed into a tapped
hole in the inner one. It therefore does not require
a nut. There are many different types of screw
available.

Fig. 8.9
Set screws

Set screws are threaded for their full length and
are available with various shapes of head, Fig. 8.9.

Grub screws are used to prevent relative
movement between parts, such as a collar on a
shaft, Fig. 8.10. They can be screwed below the
surface. Therefore, when used on a revolving shaft,
there is no danger of them striking anything.

Fig. 8.10
Grub screw

Thumb screws are tightened and loosened by
hand. They are often used for locking tools, such as
wing compasses, at particular settings.

Fig. 8.11
Thumb screw
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Self-tapping screws are used for sheet metal.
There are various types available.

Fig. 8.12
Self-tapping screw

Bolts
Bolts and nuts are often used for joining parts
together. Bolts are usually threaded for only part of
their length. They are available with various shapes
of head, such as hexagonal, square and round.
They are specified by their diameter, type of
thread, length, material, finish and shape of head
e.g. M10 x 50mm long, mild steel, sherardised and
hexagonal head.

Fig. 8.13

Fig. 8.14

Studs
Studs are threaded at both ends. One end is
screwed into a tapped hole in the main
component and a nut is screwed onto the other
end to tighten the parts together. If the main
component is made from soft material, such as
aluminium, the end being screwed into it can have
a coarse thread. A coarse thread is less likely to
strip. The other end can have a fine thread, so that
there is less risk of the nut coming loose.

Nuts
The thread on a nut must suit the bolt or stud on
which it is to be used. They are usually hexagonal
or square in shape. Special looking nuts are
sometimes used to prevent loosening by vibration.
They include a thin nut used with a plain nut, a
castle or slotted nut used together with a split pin
and nuts with nylon or fibre inserts. Wing nuts are
tightened or loosened by hand. They are quick and
easy to use but are suitable only where a high
degree of tightness is not required, as for
tensioning hacksaw blades.

Fig. 8.15
Nuts
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Bolster or Dolly This is similar to the rivet snap, but
it is used for supporting the snap head of a rivet
while a head is being formed on the other end.

Rivet Set This is used to force the parts together
before riveting.

Riveting
When more than one rivet is being used for a
joint, all the holes should be drilled in one part
first and only one in the other part. This allows
one rivet to be fitted through both parts and
assists in lining them up. They can then be
clamped together and the remainder of the holes
drilled by passing the drill through the first holes.
This ensures that the holes in both parts are in
line.

Fig. 8.34
Methods of using rivets

Clearance holes should not be drilled for cold
rivets but are necessary for hot rivets. Any burrs or
swarf must be removed from the parts to ensure
that they fit close together. If a rivet has to be cut
to length, the waste part should be gripped in the
vice to avoid damaging the head. The two heads of
the rivet can be of different shapes if required, e.g.
one could be a snap head and the other a
countersunk head.

Forming a Snap Head
A certain length of the rivet shank must protrude
beyond the parts to form the rivet head. The
length required for forming a snap head is one and
a half times the rivet diameter, Fig. 8.35 A. If the
rivet diameter is 5mm, the length required 
= 5 x 1�� = 7�� mm. The rivet must be suitably
supported before the forming commences, Fig. 8.35 B. 

If it has a preformed snap head, it must be
supported in a bolster, which can be held in the
vice. Care must be taken to ensure that the head
remains in the bolster throughout. A countersunk
head must be supported on a flat surface, such as a
bench block. The parts are then forced together
with a rivet set. The ball pein of the hammer is
used to form the head roughly to shape. The blows
should be struck around the rivet edge as well as
its centre, Fig. 8.35 C, taking care not to damage
the surface of the work.

Fig. 8.35
Forming a snap head

The head is finished off with the rivet snap by
striking it a few sharp blows, Fig 8.35 D.
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The riveting tools must be of the correct size for
the rivets being used.

Forming a Countersunk Head
The rivet hole must be countersunk for a
countersunk head. If the preformed rivet head is a
countersunk one, it can be used as a guide for the
angle and depth of the countersinking.

A length equal to the diameter of the rivet must
be left protruding for forming a countersunk head,
Fig. 8.36 A.

Again, the rivet must be suitably supported and
the parts forced together with the rivet set,
Fig. 8.36 B. The ball pein of the hammer is used to
widen the rivet end and fill the countersink,
Fig. 8.36 C. The hammering is completed with a
few blows using the flat face of the hammer.
After this, the head can be filed down flush with
the surface of the work. The surface can then be
drawfiled, leaving the formed head almost
invisible.

Fig. 8.36
Forming a countersunk head

Fig. 8.37
Riveting faults
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Soldering Irons
Soldering irons are used for applying solder and
heating the surfaces to be joined. The bit or head is
made of copper, and as copper is a good conductor,
the heat transfers rapidly to the work. Also, copper
has an affinity for solder and the point is therefore
easily ‘tinned’ or coated with solder. The handle is
made from wood, which is a good heat insulator,
and does not heat up. Soldering irons are available
with various shapes of bit. The straight bit, Fig. 9.1 A,
and hatchet bit, Fig. 9.1 B, are the most common
types. The straight bit iron is used for general work
and the hatchet bit is used for corners not easily
reached with the straight type. They are available in
different weights. A large one stores more heat and
remains hot longer than a small one, but if it is too
heavy, it will be awkward to use. A soldering iron
will be at the correct temperature for use when the
heating flame turns green.

Fig. 9.1 C shows an electric soldering iron.
These are mostly used for light work, such as the
soldering of electrical and electronic equipment.

Fig. 9.1
Soldering irons

New soldering irons and irons that have had their
coating of solder burned off by over-heating must
be tinned before use. To do this, the bit is heated

to its working temperature and the tip quickly
filed and dipped in flux. It is then rubbed on a
piece of solder until the tip is coated on all sides.
The least amount possible should be filed off the
bit and an old file should always be used. A new
file would become clogged up with solder and be
of little use for any other purpose.

Heating Appliances
Common heating appliances used for soldering are
gas torches, soldering stoves, blow lamps and
electric elements in the case of electric soldering
irons. When heating a soldering iron with a blow
lamp or gas torch, the flame should be directed
towards the centre of the bit and not its tip. This
will ensure faster heating and a cleaner tip. Since
copper is a good conductor, the heat will travel
quickly to the tip. Two soldering irons at a time
can be heated in a soldering stove.

Fig. 9.2
Gas torch

Fig. 9.3
Soldering stove
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9. If an active flux has been used, wash the joint
thoroughly.

Fig. 9.6
Sweating

Hints on Soldering
● The parts must be close fitting.
● Facing surfaces must be clean.
● Areas to be soldered must be coated with flux.
● The parts must be heated above the melting

temperature of the solder.
● The work should be placed on a heat

insulator to reduce loss of heat.
● Reheat the soldering iron if it is not melting

the solder fully. The solder will be pasty and
have a rough surface if not sufficiently heated. 

● Do not file the joint after soldering. If the
work has been carried out properly and is free
of excess solder, it will be smooth and neat on
solidifying. Filing the joint would also damage
the file.

● The thinner the layer of solder between the
parts, the stronger the joint.

Hard Soldering and Silver Soldering
Silver soldering and sometimes brazing are classed
as hard soldering. Silver solders are mainly alloys

of silver, copper and zinc. There is a wide range of
silver solders available. Their melting temperatures
vary between 600ºC and 830ºC, depending on
their composition. Silver solders make stronger
joints and can withstand higher temperatures than
soft solders. There are different types of flux
available to suit the various grades of solder. Silver
soldering is carried out in a similar way to brazing.
There are special silver solders available for silver
work that must meet hallmarking standards.
These contain high percentages of silver.

Fig. 9.7
Typical examples of joint designs for silver soldering and brazing

Brazing
Brass is the joining metal used in brazing. It
requires a higher temperature and provides a
stronger joint than silver soldering. The parts must
be heated above the melting point of the joining
material and, for this reason, it is difficult to braze
copper or brass. The heating could also anneal
these metals. As with soldering, the brass alloys
with the parts being joined at their surfaces.
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Adhesives
There is a wide range of adhesives available. They
can join similar or dissimilar materials, e.g. metal
to metal or metal to plastic. Joints can be air and
water tight and are often quick and economical to
make. Adhesives are also useful for joining metals
which are difficult to solder. They are supplied in
liquid, paste, solid and powder form.

Methods of hardening include the use of a
hardener, heat, pressure and the evaporation of a
solvent. Some adhesives are first melted by heating,
then applied to the surfaces and solidify on cooling.

The choice of adhesives depends on the materials
being joined and the conditions they have to
withstand. Thermoplastic adhesives would not be
suitable for high temperature conditions. If heat is
required to harden an adhesive, the materials must
be able to withstand the temperatures involved.
The adhesive must also be able to withstand the
forces to which the joint is subjected. To bond the
parts, the adhesives must be able to wet the
surfaces.

Fig. 9.9
Designing joints for adhesive bonding

Types
Epoxy adhesives are used for a wide range of
applications. There are many types available. They
are often used for joining dissimilar materials.
Phenolic adhesives are used for metal, wood and
glass.
Cyanoacrylates, known as ‘super glues’, harden
rapidly. They are used for materials such as metal,
rubber and plastics.
Acrylic adhesives are good for metals, ceramics and
some plastics.
Anaerobic adhesives are good for metals and
ceramics.
Urethane adhesives are good for metals, ceramics
and plastics.
Polyvinyl acetate, casein and urea adhesives are
used for wood.

Using Adhesives
When using adhesives, the manufacturers’
instructions should be followed carefully. The
surfaces to be joined must be clean, dry, free of
grease and close fitting.

A joint made with an adhesive is stronger under a
shearing, compression or tensile force than if
subjected to a peeling force. Joints should
therefore be designed so as to avoid peeling if
possible, see Fig. 9.9.

Caution: Some adhesives can bond skin and eyes
rapidly. If either of these happen, do not try to
pull the skin apart — get medical assistance.
Adhesives can also cause skin irritation. Therefore,
contact with skin and eyes must be avoided.
Do not breathe vapours from adhesives and use in
well-ventilated areas.



Joints
Common sheet metal joints are shown in
Fig. 10.13.

Fig. 10.13
Sheet metal joints

Forming a Grooved Seam
1. Allow an amount equal to twice the seam

width on one side of the joint and an amount
equal to the seam width on the other side.

Fig. 10.14
Stages in forming a grooved seam

2. Bend over each edge with the aid of folding
bars. The amount bent must be slightly less
than the seam width. One must be bent
inwards and the other outwards, to enable
them to hook together later.

3. Bend the edges further on the hatchet stake.

4. Fold down each edge on a strip of metal
slightly thicker than the sheet metal.
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5. Hook the folded edges together.

6. Use a groove punch to bring the surfaces into
alignment and to interlock the seam.

7. Finally, tap down the seam with a mallet.

Edges
Beaded edges and wired edges are formed on sheet
metal articles to strengthen them and also to make
them safe.

Fig. 10.15

Forming a Beaded Edge

Fig. 10.16
Stages in forming a beaded edge

Forming a Wired Edge

Fig. 10.17
Stages in forming a wired edge

Beaten Metalwork
This work involves the shaping of sheet metals by
the use of a hammer or a mallet. Hollowing,
sinking and raising are common beaten metalwork
operations. The metals used must be malleable and
ductile. The ones most commonly used in school
workshops are copper, aluminium and brass. They
must be annealed beforehand (see Chapter 11,
page 128). Copper and brass need to be cleaned
after heating, to remove oxides. This is done by
immersing them in dilute sulphuric acid. This
dilute sulphuric acid is known as ‘pickle’ and is
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made up of one part acid to about ten of water.
A copper or brass tongs should be used to dip the
material. On removal, the material must be
thoroughly washed under running water. Special
care must be taken with the pickle (see safety
precautions in Chapter 4). The material should be
dipped gently to avoid any splashing. When
making up the pickle, do not forget to add the
acid to the water and not the other way round.
The pickle should be properly stored and labelled.

Hollowing
This is a method of forming bowl-shaped articles.
The material is beaten with a blocking hammer or
bossing mallet over a depression in the end grain
of a wooden block or on a leather sandbag. The
diameter of the material will not change much
during the working. Therefore, the blank disc
needs to be only slightly larger than the diameter
of the article to be made.

Fig. 10.18
Hollowing

Draw concentric circles, about 12mm apart, on the
disc using pencil compasses. These circles can be
used as guides for the beating. Start with the outer

circle and work in decreasing circles towards the
centre. Avoid waves and wrinkles as much as
possible. Any ones that do form should be dressed
down after each course of blows. Continue the
beating until the required depth is reached.
The shape can be checked with a template.
The material will become work-hardened as a
result of the beating and must be annealed 
(see Chapter 11, page 130) from time to time.

Sinking
This is a method of forming hollow flat rimmed
articles such as small trays. As with hollowing, the
diameter of the blank disc does not change much
during the shaping. A shaped wooden block with
guide pins, Fig. 10.19 A, is used for this work. 
The guide pins assist in keeping the width of the
rim constant. The disc is kept against the pins and
rotated as it is being beaten. After each rotation, 

Fig. 10.19
Sinking
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the material should be turned over on a bench
block to flatten the rim with a small block of
wood and a hammer, Fig. 10.19 B. The bottom of
the material must also be trued, Fig. 10.19 C.

Planishing
Articles formed by processes such as hollowing
and sinking are planished to remove marks and
small irregularities and to work-harden the
material. Planishing involves lightly hammering
the surface of the article while it is supported on a
stake. The hammer and stake must suit the shape
being worked.

Fig. 10.20
Planishing

Different hammers and stakes may be required for
different parts of the workpiece, Fig. 10.20 A, B
and C. Both the stake and the striking face of the

hammer must be smooth and highly polished to
produce a good finish. The workpiece itself must
be cleaned and annealed before planishing.
Concentric circles are drawn on bowl-shaped
articles, Fig. 10.20 D, as guides for the beating. 
The article must be in contact with the stake at
the point where it is being struck, and the
planishing marks should touch or slightly overlap.
The workpiece is often polished after planishing.

Bending
Folding bars should only be used for bending sheet
metal. Vice clamps and formers can be used for
other cold bending operations.

When using round formers, Fig. 10.21, the
workpiece should be gripped at the line where the
bend is to start.

Fig. 10.21

Twisting
Twisting is mainly done for decorative purposes.
Square bars, up to about 10mm, can be twisted
cold. One end of the bar is held in the vice, while
the other is turned by means of a lever with a hole
in it. The length to be twisted may be marked on
the bar or a tube of the required length placed
down over it and the lever rested on this. The
finished twist will be slightly less than the original
dimension marked on the bar. If a definite length
of twist is required, a tube of this length should be
used. A tube also helps to keep the lever square
with the bar. To estimate the amount of turning,
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Forgework
In forgework, metal is heated until plastic and
then shaped as required. A forged article has the
advantage that the metal grain follows its shape,
Fig. 11.1, thereby giving it extra strength.

In schools, forgework helps to develop a student’s
ability to judge size and shape and also improves
hand and eye co-ordination.

Fig. 11.1

The Forge
The metal is heated in a forge, sometimes called a
hearth. There are two main types of forge — coal
or coke fired and gas fired.

Ceramic chip forges are fuelled by gas and are very
suitable for school workshops. They are easier to
light and do not have the same smoke, dirt, fumes
and clinker formation associated with coke fired
forges.

Fig. 11.2
Ceramic chip gas forge
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The Anvil
The anvil is used to support hot metal being
forged. Anvils are made from high carbon steel.
The main working face is hardened, but the
cutting table is left unhardened and is used for
chiselling operations. Chiselling should not be
carried out on the hardened working face, because
it could lead to damage to both the surface and
the chisel edge. Part of one edge, near the cutting
table, is rounded and is used for bending purposes.
The hardie hole is used for holding tools with
square shanks, such as the hardie, the bottom
swage and the bottom fuller. The punching hole
allows the punch right through when making
holes in hot metals. Eyes and various types of
bends are formed on the bick. The anvil is
mounted on a cast iron stand or on a wooden
block to bring it to a suitable working height.
Anvils are available in various weights.

Fig. 11.3
The anvil

The Leg Vice
The leg vice can withstand the hammering and
bending of metals and is therefore suitable for
forge work. It is bolted to the bench and the leg
fits into a socket in the floor, giving it extra
support. Since the moveable jaw is pivoted, there
is only one position where the jaws are parallel.
This affects its gripping power, Fig. 11.4.

Fig. 11.4

Tongs
Tongs are used for gripping hot metals while they
are being forged. The tongs selected should be a
good fit and grip the metal securely. If the length
of the work permits, it is better to hold the cold
end in the hand.

A clamping ring is sometimes used to hold the
tongs closed and to relieve the pressure on the
hand. There is a variety of types available. Some
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Heat Treatment
Hardening
If a piece of high carbon steel is heated to cherry
red and then cooled rapidly or ‘quenched,’ it
becomes very hard and brittle. At the cherry red
temperature, the steel will have just undergone
structural changes and the rapid cooling does not
allow it to revert to its normal condition. The
exact hardening temperature depends on the
carbon content of the steel and is usually about
750˚C. Water, different types of oils and brine (salt
water) are used as quenching media.

If using oil, great care must be taken to avoid
firing the oil (see Chapter 4, page 40). Use only oil
with a high flash point.

Oils give a slower quenching rate than water,
resulting in a lower degree of hardness and
brittleness and less risk of cracking. Brine gives
fiercer quenching than water with a greater risk of
cracking.

High carbon steel in the quenched condition is of
little use because of its brittleness. It is therefore
given another heat treatment called ‘tempering’ to
improve its toughness.

Tempering
Tempering removes some of the hardness from
hardened steel but improves its toughness
considerably. It is done by heating the article to a
suitable temperature, which is below the
reddening temperature of steel, and then cooling it
in oil or water. The higher the temperature to
which it is heated, the greater the reduction in
hardness and brittleness. The tempering
temperature depends therefore on the purpose for
which the article is to be used.

Fig. 11.25
Tempering colours and temperatures for a range of articles

In the school workshop, this temperature is gauged
by the colour of the oxide film appearing on the
polished surface of the heated steel. If a piece of
bright steel is gradually heated with a blow torch,
different colours will appear on its surface at
different temperatures.

Annealing
Annealing is done to soften metal and to relieve
internal stresses. Steel is annealed by heating it to a
cherry red, as for hardening, and allowing it to cool
very slowly. The slow cooling can be carried out in
the furnace by switching it off when the article has
reached the correct temperature. Another method
is to place the heated article in lime.

Copper is annealed by heating it to a dull red and
either cooling it in water or leaving it to cool in air.

Brass is annealed by heating it to a dull red and
allowing it to cool in air. Overheating can cause a



The Centre Lathe
The lathe is a very important machine tool and
one of the most widely used in engineering. 
In lathework, the workpiece is rotated against a
cutting tool. The cutting tool is moved along a
certain path to produce the required shape.
Lathework is normally referred to as turning. The
main parts of a centre lathe are shown in Fig. 13.1.

The Lathe Bed
This is a rigid, cast iron member which is mounted
on the lathe stand. Accurately machined slideways
are formed on the top of the bed. These guide the
carriage and tailstock as they move along it.
The headstock is mounted on the left-hand end of
the bed. Some beds have a gap just in front of the
headstock to accommodate large diameter work.
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Headstock
This houses the lathe spindle and also contains
gears to provide a range of spindle speeds. 
A chuck, a face plate or a driving plate can be
mounted on the nose of the spindle to rotate the
work. The spindle is hollow to allow long bars to
pass through it, and the inside of its nose end has a
Morse taper to take a lathe centre.

Tailstock
The tailstock can be moved along the bed
slideways and may be clamped in any desired
position. The bore of the tailstock barrel is tapered
to take a lathe centre, which is used to support the
outer end of long work (see Fig. 13.5). It can also
take drill chucks, taper shank drills and reamers.

Carriage
This is moved along the lathe bed between the
headstock and the tailstock. The part which lies
across the lathe is called the saddle, and the part
which hangs down the front is called the apron.

Cross Slide
This is mounted on the saddle. It moves the tool at
right angles to the lathe bed, as for facing operations.

Top Slide or Compound Slide
This is fitted to the top of the cross slide and
carries the toolpost and tool. It can be rotated to
any required angle and is used for turning tapers.

Feed Shaft
The feed shaft is used to traverse the carriage or
cross slide automatically.
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Fig. 13.1
A centre lathe Fig. 13.2

An example of a lathe bed cross-section
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Leadscrew
This is used for screwcutting on the lathe.

Three-Jaw Self-Centring Chuck
This is used for holding round or hexagonal work.
The jaws are located on a scroll, so that all three
move together when the scroll is rotated. The
work is therefore centred automatically within
reasonable accuracy. A chuck key is used to open
and close the chuck.

Two sets of jaws are supplied with these chucks.
One set is used for gripping small diameter work,
Fig. 13.3 A. The other set is used for gripping large
diameter work, Fig. 13.3 B. The jaws of each set
are stamped 1, 2 and 3 and corresponding
numbers are stamped beside each slot on the
chuck body. This is to ensure that each jaw is
returned to its proper slot after removal.

Fig. 13.3

Four-Jaw Independent Chuck
The jaws in this chuck can be moved
independently of one another, each being actuated
by its own screw. They are also reversible so only
one set is required. The four-jaw independent
chuck is used for eccentric turning and for gripping
square, round, rectangular and irregular shapes. The
work can be centred more accurately in this chuck
than in the self-centring one, but it takes longer.
The concentric circles on the face of the chuck
serve as a guide when positioning the work.

Fig. 13.4

Fig. 13.5
Long work supported on a lathe centre in the tailstock
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Toolposts
The toolpost is mounted on the top slide and
carries the tool or a tool holder.

The American type, Fig. 13.6, is suitable for light
work. The tool holder rests on a segmental rocker in
the toolpost. When the locking screw is loosened,
the tool holder can be rocked and the tool height
adjusted quickly. This has the disadvantage,
however, that as the tool holder rocks, the clearance
and rake angles of the tool change. One screw locks
both the tool holder and the toolpost in position.

Fig. 13.6
American type toolpost

Fig. 13.7
Four-way toolpost

The four-way toolpost, Fig. 13.7, can hold four
tools simultaneously. It is very suitable for work

requiring different types of tools, especially when a
number of similar components are being
produced. The required tool is brought into
position by releasing the locking lever and rotating
the toolpost. Packing pieces are placed under the
tool to bring it to the correct height.

Tool Holders
These are used for holding tool bits. There are
three types available: right-hand, left-hand and
straight.

Fig. 13.8
Tool holders

Lathe Tools
These can be either high speed steel bits held in
tool holders or solid tools held directly in the
toolpost.

Fig. 13.9
Lathe tools
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Tipped tools are widely used nowadays. They
consist of a shank to which a tip of very hard
material, such as tungsten carbide, is brazed or
clamped.

Fig. 13.10
Common lathe tool shapes

Lathe Tool Angles
Clearance: This ensures that only the cutting edge
of the tool comes into contact with the work.
Without clearance, the tool would just rub against
the work without cutting. Excessive clearance
weakens the tool and causes chatter.

Rake: The rake facilitates the removal of the chip
being cut. Increasing the rake reduces the amount
of power consumed in cutting and also the
amount of heat generated. However, excess rake
can lead to tool breakage, digging in or chattering.

Fig. 13.11
Lathe tool angles

In general, large rake angles are required for soft,
ductile materials and small rake angles for hard,
brittle materials.

Tool bits are held in tool holders at an angle of
about 15˚, Fig. 13.12. This provides some rake but
reduces clearance. It must therefore be taken into
account when grinding tool bits.

Fig. 13.12

The table below gives a guide as to the required
rake and clearance angles for cutting some
common metals:
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Metal Front Side Front 
rake rake and

side 
clearance

Mild Steel 20˚ 15˚

High Carbon Steel 10˚ 5˚ 5˚ to 10˚

Cast Iron 10˚ 10˚ For All

Aluminium 30˚ 15˚

Brass 0 5˚
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Fig. 13.17
Fig. 13.17

Taper turning using the compound slide

Fig. 13.18
Setting top slide

Centre Drill
The centre drill is used for drilling countersunk
holes to accommodate lathe centres, see
Fig. 13.19, and also for starting the holes when
drilling on the lathe. The countersink is drilled to
an angle of 60˚ to match the lathe centre. 
The small hole inside the countersink provides
clearance for the point of the lathe centre and also
a reservoir for a lubricant. The centre drill is held
in a chuck, which in turn is held in the tailstock.

Fig. 13.19

Drilling on the Lathe
When drilling on the lathe, the work revolves and
the drill is fed into it by turning the tailstock
handwheel. Parallel shank drills are held in a
chuck. The chuck is fitted to a tapered arbor,
which fits into the tailstock barrel. Taper shank
drills are fitted into the tailstock barrel either
directly or by means of a Morse taper sleeve. 
A centre drill is used at the beginning to ensure
that the hole starts on centre. During the drilling,
the drill must be withdrawn from time to time to
remove swarf from its flutes and to apply cutting
fluid.

Cutting fluid should be fed into the hole also. 
The hole depth can be checked by means of the
graduations on the tailstock barrel.

Fig. 13.20
Drilling on the lathe

Knurling
Knurling is the operation of impressing serrations
on articles to enable them to be gripped securely
by hand. It can be of diamond or straight pattern.

There are a number of types of knurling tools
used. In knurling, the work is rotated at a slow
speed and a pair of wheels is pressed against it. 
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9. Finish the shoulder to the line.

10. Re-grip the work with its finished shoulder
about 40mm away from the chuck. Set the
odd-leg callipers to 35mm, place its leg on the
finished shoulder and scribe a line for the
other shoulder, Fig. 13.26 D.

11. Reverse the work in the chuck, keeping the
scribed line about 10mm away from the
chuck.

12. Face this end.
13. Reduce this end to 12mm diameter and finish

the shoulder in the same manner as the other
end was turned.

14. Mark a distance of 15mm from this shoulder.
Set the odd-leg callipers to the mark and
scribe a line as shown in Fig. 13.26 E.
If the amount of waste is insufficient for this
method, the line can be scribed as shown in
Fig. 13.26 F.

15. Face off the work to the scribed line.

Fig. 13.26
Stages in turning the component shown in Fig. 13.25

CNC Lathework
CNC stands for Computer-Numerical-Control.
CNC machines are controlled by a set of
instructions based on numbers. On conventional
lathes, the slides are moved mechanically, but on
CNC lathes they are moved by special electric
motors called stepper motors (Fig. 13.27). When
making a component or part on a conventional
lathe, you continually make decisions and carry
out various operations until the part is finished.
On a CNC lathe you write a computer program
and this controls the lathe in making the part.
Once the program is written, you can make as
many identical parts as you wish from it.
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Traditional lathes have horizontal beds, and CNC
lathes may also have horizontal beds. However, the
programming which we will be undertaking here is
for the ‘Boxford TCL’, which is a slant bed lathe.
On this type, Fig. 13.28, the toolpost is mounted
behind the chuck, and for normal turning, the
spindle moves in an anti-clockwise direction when
viewed from the headstock end.

Fig. 13.28
X and Z axes on a slant bed lathe

A CNC program contains co-ordinates for defining
the positions that the tool must move to during
the various operations, commands for controlling
the tool movement and commands for controlling
the spindle (chuck). Positions are defined by ‘X’
and ‘Z’ co-ordinates. Distances perpendicular to
the lathe centre line are given as X co-ordinates
and distances parallel to the centre line are given
as Z co-ordinates. The X co-ordinates are the
diameters at the various positions.

Fig. 13.29

The X and Z co-ordinates for the various points A
to E are given in the table below.

Fig. 13.30
Co-ordinates of points

Dimensioning
There are two methods for giving the dimensions
or co-ordinates in computer programming:
(i) Incremental — each section is dimensioned,

Fig. 13.31 A.
(ii) Absolute — all dimensions are taken from a

datum point or line, Fig. 13.31 B.

Fig. 13.31
Dimensioning
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Point A B C D E
X 0 20 20 40 40

Z 0 0 -30 -30 -50
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On this type, Fig. 13.28, the toolpost is mounted
behind the chuck, and for normal turning, the
spindle moves in an anti-clockwise direction when
viewed from the headstock end.

Fig. 13.28
X and Z axes on a slant bed lathe

A CNC program contains co-ordinates for defining
the positions that the tool must move to during
the various operations, commands for controlling
the tool movement and commands for controlling
the spindle (chuck). Positions are defined by ‘X’
and ‘Z’ co-ordinates. Distances perpendicular to
the lathe centre line are given as X co-ordinates
and distances parallel to the centre line are given
as Z co-ordinates. The X co-ordinates are the
diameters at the various positions.
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The X and Z co-ordinates for the various points A
to E are given in the table below.
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CNC Lathe Tools
A selection of CNC lathe tools is shown in Fig. 13.33.

Fig. 13.33

CNC Programming
A CNC program is made up of a number of lines
called blocks. Each block contains the block
number and the information required to perform a
certain operation. The types of information that
can be contained in a block are shown in the table
below:

When writing a program, it is very helpful to first
list the operations involved. A special operations
sheet is very useful for this. The exercises that
follow will give you plenty of practice in writing
CNC programs.

Fig. 13.34
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N the block number
G the G code
M the M code
X the X co-ordinate (mm)
Z the Z co-ordinate (mm)
I additional information as required
K additional information as required
F feed rate (mm/min)
S spindle speed (rev/min)



Fig. 13.46

CAD/CAM software is often used as a quick
method of producing a CNC program to machine
a component already designed. The half profile of
the component is drawn on the screen and the
processing command is entered to produce the
program.

The Boxford CAM software provides a quick and
simple method of producing CNC programs.
Although prior experience of CNC programming
is not essential, it is recommended because it
makes the use of CNC more relevant and enables
modifications to be carried out easily.

A drawing of the component is required to obtain
the X and Z co-ordinates of the various points on
the profile. The half profile of the component is
drawn on the screen using the path commands,
Line, Arc and Thread to move from point to point
and entering the required details for each type of
path. By pressing the Return key, the software will
translate the data into a CNC program. It will
select the G and M codes, the tools, speeds and
feeds required.

Exercise 8
Use CAM software to produce the CNC program
to machine the component shown in Fig. 13.47
from ø25 aluminium bar.

Fig. 13.53

Fig. 13.47
The profile to be entered to produce the program  

Fig. 13.48 
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Select Define a Profile from the main menu. 
The following information will be requested:

Title:   Enter CNC 8.
Metric or Imperial:  Enter M (for metric units).
Outside Diameter:  Enter 25.
Inside Diameter:  Enter 0.
Finished Length:  Enter 30.
Select type of material:  Enter 2 for aluminium.
Does your lathe have a turret?:   
Enter N if it does not.

The screen will now display the billet in the chuck
and other details as shown in Fig. 13.49. The first
prompt is for the depth of hole, so you enter 0.
The curser will remain at the datum position,
that is, X = 0, Z = 0.

From here on, it is just a matter of plotting the
profile with the cursor by selecting the type of
path and adding the relevant details. 

Fig. 13.49 
Screen display with first prompt

To get to point Pı, proceed as follows:

Path = (Line, Arc, Thread or End)
Enter L for line.

You are requested to choose the type of line –
horizontal, vertical or diagonal.
Enter V for vertical.

You are next asked for Destination X.
Enter 10.

The cursor now moves to point P1.
Complete the profile to point P6 in this manner.

The details to get to each point are as follows:

P1 Enter L for line, V for vertical and 10 for
destination.

P2 Enter A for arc, 5 for arc radius, A for
anticlockwise arc, 20 for X destination and -5
for Z destination.

P3 Enter L for line, H for horizontal and -15 for
Z destination.

P4 Enter L for line, D for diagonal (taper), 25 for
X destination and -20 for Z destination.

P5 Enter L for line, H for horizontal and -30 for
Z destination.

P6 Enter L for line, V for vertical and 0 for X
destination.

The software now recognises that the profile has
been completed. 

End of Shape is displayed on the screen. On
pressing the Return key, the minimum length of
billet will appear (allowing for parting off). 

When the Return key is again pressed, the profile
will be translated into a CNC program.
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Electric Current
Matter is made up of atoms. An atom consists of a
nucleus of protons and neutrons with electrons
orbiting it (Fig. 14.1). Each electron has a negative
electric charge and each proton has a positive
charge of equal magnitude.

Fig. 14.1
A module of the structure of an atom

In metals, some of the outer electrons are free to
move haphazardly through the atomic structure,
Fig. 14.2 A. If, however, a piece of metal is made
part of a circuit and an electrical ‘pressure’ or
voltage applied to it (e.g. if connected to terminals
of a battery), the free electron will flow in a

definite direction (Fig 14.2B). This flow of
electrons is called an electric current.

The flow of electrons is from the negative(–)
terminal of the battery to the positive (+)
terminal.

Fig. 14.2

Before the discovery of the electron, it was
thought that current consisted of positive charges
moving from the + terminal of a battery to its –
terminal. This choice of direction has been
retained. Therefore, the direction of conventional
current is from + to – and is the opposite to the
direction of electron flow in metals.
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An easy way of remembering this equation is to
use a triangle as shown in Fig. 14.4. Cover the
quantity you want to find and it equals what is left
visible.

Fig. 14.4
Ohm’s Law

Example: If the voltage across a conductor is 6V
and the current flowing through it is 3 amps, what
is its resistance?

R  = V  = 6  =  2Ω
I   3

Measuring Current, Voltage and
Resistance
Current The instrument used to measure current
is called an ammeter. The units commonly used
for school work are the amp (A), the milliamp
(mA), which is 1/1000 amp and the microamp 
(µ A), which is 1/1000,000 amp.

An ammeter must be connected directly into a
circuit in series, Fig. 14.5.

Its positive terminal must be connected to the
positive side of the circuit and the negative
terminal to the negative side.

Overloading an ammeter can burn it out.
Therefore, always ensure that an ammeter of the
correct range is being used.

Fig. 14.5
An ammeter must be connected in series in a circuit

Voltage A voltmeter is used to measure voltage.
It measures the potential difference (p.d.) between
two points in a circuit, e.g. between the terminals
of a lamp or battery or between the ends of a
resistor. There would be a voltage drop across a
lamp or resistor and a voltage rise across a battery.

Fig. 14.6
A voltmeter must be connected in parallel with a component

Note: p.d.s and e.m.f.s are usually called voltages,
as both are measured in volts.
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Continuity Testing
One of the main uses of an ohmmeter is to test for
continuity in a component or circuit. To do this,
the meter leads are connected to the ends of the
component or into a circuit and the reading is
noted. An infinitely high reading indicates a break
in the component or circuit. For instance, to check
if a fuse is blown, Fig. 14.9 A, connect the
ohmmeter to its ends. A very low resistance would
indicate that the fuse is not blown. An example of
another test is shown in Fig. 14.9 B.

Fig. 14.9
Using a multimeter to check continuity

Series and Parallel Circuits
Fig. 14.50 A shows light bulbs connected in series,
end to end. The current (1) is the same through
each one and is the total current flowing in the
circuit. The total voltage drop (V) across the two
bulbs (L1 and L2) is equal to the sum of the
voltage drops across each one, i.e. V = V1 + V2.
If the resistance of L1 is greater than that of L2,
then V1 will be greater than V2 and vice versa.

Fig. 14.10

In Fig. 14.10 B the bulbs are connected in parallel,
side by side. The total current divides between the
two branches, 1 = 11 + 12. If the resistance of L1 is
greater than that of L2, then 11 will be less than 12

and vice versa. The voltage drop across each bulb is
equal to the voltage drop across both, V = V1 = V2. 

Some Simple Circuits
Circuit diagrams are used to show how electrical
components are joined together. Internationally
agreed symbols are used to denote the
components (see page 183).

Fig. 14.11 A shows a battery, a switch and a bulb
connected together to form a circuit. Fig. 14.11 B
shows the appropriate circuit diagram.
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When the circuit is completed, the current flows
and the bulb lights. A break anywhere in the
circuit prevents the bulb lighting. The switch is
used to make or break the circuit. Turning on the
switch completes the circuit and turning it off
breaks the circuit.

A practical application of this circuit is the torch,
Fig. 14.11 C.

Fig. 14.11

Dexterity Game
The challenge here is to get the eye piece around
the bent conductor without touching it. If the eye
touches the conductor, the circuit is completed
and the buzzer sounds.

Fig. 14.12

Model Crane
The circuit for operating the motor of the model
crane in just one direction is shown in Fig. 14.12 B.
By changing the polarity of the supply to the
motor, we can reverse its direction of rotation to
raise and lower the crane hook. To enable us to
change the direction of rotation as required, we
must use another type of switch called a double
pole double throw (D.P.D.T.) switch. This circuit
is shown in Fig. 14.12 C.
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Fig. 14.13
Model crane

Fig. 14.13
Model crane

Bicycle Dynamo
An insulated cable connects one of the dynamo
coil terminals to the bulb. The other coil terminal
and a terminal in the lamp, which makes contact
with the end of the bulb, are connected to the
bicycle frame via two brackets.

The dynamo is operated by bringing its wheel into
contact with the bicycle wheel. As the bicycle
wheel rotates, it turns the dynamo wheel and the
magnet connected to it. This induces a current in
the coil which lights the bulb.
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Domestic Light Switch (rocker switch)
The input cable is clamped in a brass socket which
is joined to terminal A of the switch, Fig. 14.15 A.
The output cable is clamped in another brass
socket which is joined to terminal B. The function
of the switch is to connect or disconnect terminals
A and B in a safe manner, thereby making or
breaking the circuit as required.

The end of terminal B is bent upwards and acts as
a pivot for the bridge piece C. The bridge piece is
kept in contact with the end of terminal B at all
times by the pressure exerted by the two springs
under the plastics operating rocker.

The casing of this type of switch is made from
urea formaldehyde.

Fig. 14.15
Domestic light switch

Three-pin Plug
The wiring of a three-pin plug is shown in
Fig. 14.16. The live and neutral pins are necessary
to complete the circuit for the appliance.
The earth pin is connected to the metal case of the
appliance by means of one of the wires in its lead.

The earth socket of a power point is connected to
a metal rod which is fixed into the ground.
Therefore, when the appliance is plugged in,
its metal case is earthed; it is joined to earth by a
path of almost zero resistance. If a fault develops,
causing the metal case to become ‘live’, a large
current can flow to earth and the fuse will blow
and cut off the supply. Without the earth, a person
touching the case would get an electric shock
which could be fatal.

Fig. 14.16
A three-pin plug

Filament Bulbs
The light is produced by heating a tungsten coil
(filament) white hot by passing a current through
it. Tungsten has a high melting point and can
withstand the high temperature. The glass bulb
also contains inert gases (nitrogen and argon).
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Fig. 14.23
Resistors

Example 1

Example 2 First three colour bands: red, red
and orange. Red = 2, orange = 3. 
Value = 22,000 Ω.

This can be written as 22 kΩ (1000Ω = 1KΩ).

Variable Resistors
The resistance between the centre terminal and
the end terminals of a variable resistor can be
changed by turning the spindle. It can be set at any
resistance between zero and the value marked on
its case. The preset type, Fig. 14.24 B, is small and
can be adjusted with a small screwdriver. Only
two of the three terminals are used. A variable
resistor can be used as a potentiometer (see page
190). For this all three terminals are used.

Fig. 14.24
Variable resistors (or potentiometers)

Capacitors
Capacitors store electric charge. Their ‘capacitance’
or charge-storing ability is measured in microfarads
or µF. This is sometimes marked on capacitors as
‘mfd’. Another value of importance that is often
marked on capacitors is their ‘working voltage’.
This is the maximum voltage they can withstand.
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Fig. 14.28

Light Dependent Resistors (LDRs) The resistance
of an LDR drops as the light falling on it increases.
It has a high resistance in the dark and a low
resistance in daylight.

Fig. 14.29

Moisture Sensors  These can easily be made up.
Water is an electrical conductor so it can be used
to complete a circuit. Bared cables or a small
printed circuit board can be used, see Fig. 14.30.

Process Units
Transistors These small devices have
revolutionised electronics. They are used as high-
speed switches and as current, voltage and power
amplifiers. Two types, n – p – n and p – n – p, are
shown in Fig. 14.31. They have three terminals:
collector c, base b and emitter e. They must be
connected the right way round in a circuit. 

On the n – p – n transistor shown in Fig. 14.31 A,
the emitter terminal is the one nearest the tag and
the collector is the one connected to the metal
case.

Fig. 14.30
Moisture sensors

Fig. 14.31
Transistors
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For n – p – n types, the collector and base must be
positive with respect to the emitter. 
For p – n – p types, they must be negative.

Care must be taken not to overheat a transistor
when soldering connections to its terminals.
A resistor is often connected to its base to prevent
damage by too high a current.

Fig. 14.32
Transistor operating as a switch

When acting as a switch, a transistor turns ‘on’ and
‘off’ the current flowing in the circuit connected
to the collector and emitter terminals, Fig. 14.32.
If no current enters the base, the resistance across
the collector/emitter is very high and practically
no current flows; the transistor is ‘off’ 
[Fig. 14.32 A]. If a voltage of about 0.6V (for a
silicon transistor) is applied to the base/emitter,
a current enters the base and the resistance across
the collector/emitter becomes low and current can
now flow; the transistor is ‘on’ [Fig. 14.32 B].

Since a small change in the base current causes a
large change in the collector/emitter circuit, the
transistor also acts as a current amplifier.

555 Timer IC
Integrated circuit An integrated circuit is a
miniature electronic circuit produced on a small
‘chip’ of silicon, no more than 5mm square.
It contains transistors and usually diodes, resistors
and capacitors. The chip is enclosed in a plastic or
ceramic case and connected to pins in the side of
the case. These pins are used to connect it into a
circuit. An integrated circuit is commonly known
as a ‘chip’ or an IC.

Fig. 14.33

An eight-pin 555 chip is shown in Fig. 14.33. 
The pins are numbered one to eight. They are not
marked on the case but are arranged as shown on
the symbol. 

The 555 timer can be used in either of two ways
— monostable or astable. A monostable circuit has
one stable state. It can be used to switch an
output, e.g. a LED, ‘on’ or ‘off’ for a fixed length
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Fig. 14.39 

Fig. 14.40 

Driving a current through another circuit ‘loads’
the potential divider and the output voltage
becomes less than the calculated value. Therefore,
to keep the difference small, the load resistance,
RL in Fig. 14.41, should be at least ten times
greater than that of the resistor (R2) across which
it is connected.

Fig. 14.41

Some Simple Circuits
As mentioned on page 186, we can use a block
diagram to represent an electronic circuit.
The basic blocks are: input, process and output.
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The resistance of the thermistor decreases as the
temperature increases. We must, therefore, use the
thermistor as R1. By using the variable resistor as
R2, we can vary the voltage drop across R1
(by altering the ratio of the resistances).

Fig. 14.42

The circuit diagram can now be drawn by
connecting the blocks, see Fig. 14.42 H.

How it works When conditions are cold, the
resistance of the thermistor is much higher than
that of the variable resistor. Therefore, the voltage
drop across the variable resistor is low and the
voltage to the transistor is also low. 

As the temperature increases, the resistance of the
thermistor decreases and the base voltage of the
transistor increases. When it goes above 0.6V,
the transistor switches on and operates the buzzer.
The variable resistor enables us to set the
temperature at which the buzzer comes on.
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Task Design a circuit which will sound an alarm
when conditions get cold.

Fig. 14.43

By changing the positions of the thermistor and
the variable resistor in Fig. 14.43, we have a circuit
that will switch on an output when it gets cold.
Can you explain why?

Task Design a circuit which switches on a light
when it gets dark.

Input We will again use a potential divider as the
input. In this case, the resistance of the sensor,
i.e. the LDR, increases as the light fades. We must,
therefore, make it the bottom resistor in the
potential divider, Fig.14.44 C.

Fig. 14.44

How it works As it gets dark the resistance of the
LDR increases and the voltage drop across it also
increases, thereby increasing the voltage to the
transistor. When the voltage to the transistor goes
above 0.6V, it switches on, thereby switching on
the bulb. The variable resistor enables the
transistor circuit to be set for different levels of
darkness.

By changing the positions of the LDR and the
variable resistance, we can reverse the action of
the circuit as shown in Fig. 14.45. In this case,
we need a variable resistor of a different value.
The bulb will come ‘on’ when a light is shone on
the LDR and it will go ‘off’ if the LDR is covered.
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Fig. 14.45

Task Design a rain alarm circuit. See Fig. 14.45
for solution.

Fig. 14.46

How it works With the sensor dry there is no base
current for the transistor. If a raindrop falls on the
sensor and bridges its tracks, a base circuit flows
into the transistor and switches it on. This switches
on the LED.

Building Circuits
Before building a permanent circuit, it is better to
‘model’ it first. This is a quick way to test if it does
what it is meant to and to enable modifications to
be made if necessary.

Different types of modelling boards are used, 
e.g. S —DeC, Loctronics and Soft Board with
screws and cup washers.

S—DeC This board is in two sections with seven
rows of holes in each section. There are five holes
in each row. There is a metal contact strip under
each row of holes and this connects wires pushed
into any of the holes in the row.

Fig. 14.47
S—DeC
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Loctronics Specially formed components and
connecting links are used in this system. Circuits
are built by plugging the components and links
into sockets on a baseboard. The circuit layout is
easily followed.

Fig. 14.48
Loctronics system

Soft Board Screws and cup washers are used to
make the connections. The circuit is built on a
piece of softwood.

Fig. 14.49
Soft board

Permanent Circuits These have components
soldered together. There are several types of boards
used for this, e.g. matrix board, strip-board and
printed circuit board (PCB).

Matrix Board This is a plastic board with rows of
holes. Circuits are built by pushing terminal pins
into the holes and soldering the components on to
them.

Fig. 14.50
Matrix board

Strip Board This is made up of pierced copper
strips bonded to a baseboard. The strips form the
connections between the components. The
component terminals are pushed in from the far
side and soldered to the strips.

A break can be made in a strip by enlarging a hole
with a special hand tool until it comes through the
edges.
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Matrix boards and strip boards are useful for
building permanent circuits if etching facilities are
not available. However, the best type of permanent
circuit is the printed circuit.

Fig. 14.51
Strip board

Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs)  These are plastic
boards about 1.5mm thick with a thin layer of
copper on one side. Unwanted portions of the
copper are etched away to leave strips which form
the connections between the components.
The components are soldered to these strips,
thereby connecting them together and attaching
them to the board.

Before making a printed circuit, it must first be
designed and its layout on the board planned.

Fig. 14.52

A rain alarm circuit is shown in Fig. 14.53 A. It is
better to make a model first on a modelling board,
Fig. 14.53 B.

Now draw the circuit on the copper side of the
board using an etch resist pen or ‘rub-down’
transfers. The transfer material acts as an etch
resist. Since the components are mounted from
the plastics side of the board, the drawing will be a
mirror image of the circuit layout.

A solution of ferric chloride is commonly used for
the etching. Special care must be taken with ferric
chloride as it is poisonous and corrosive — protect
your eyes and skin.

The etching is best done in a bubble etch tank,
Fig. 14.53 D. This heats and circulates the etching
solution which greatly speeds up the etching.
A tray can also be used, but great care must be
taken to avoid spillage or splashing.
The etching can take about 20 minutes depending
on conditions.

Remove the board carefully from the etching
solution using a plastic tongs and wash it
thoroughly under a tap.

Small holes must now be drilled for the
components. The terminals of the components are
pushed in from the plastics side of the board and
soldered to the strips.
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Fig. 14.53
Making a PCB
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Soldering
A badly soldered joint is often the cause of a
circuit not working and it is a fault that is difficult
to trace. To ensure good connections and to avoid
short circuits, care must be taken.

Fig. 14.54
Soldering equipment

A 15 watt soldering iron with 1.5mm tip is
suitable for most applications. It should be kept in
its stand when not in use to prevent damage to the
lead or other equipment. Fluxed cored solder is
used. The resin flux is non-corrosive.

Some components, such as transistors, diodes and
LEDs, can be damaged by overheating. A crocodile
clip or small pliers attached to the wire lead
between the joint and the component acts as a
heat sink, Fig. 14.55 A, by removing heat.

Heat the soldering iron and tin the tip. Place it on
the copper strip without touching the wire lead.
Hold the solder on the other side, see Fig. 14.55 B .
The solder will flow when the copper is hot
enough. When this happens, move the tip of the
iron to touch the wire — ensuring complete solder
flow around the joint. When the joints have been
soldered, cut off the wire ends with a side cutters.

Fig. 14.55
Soldering a PCB
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Fig. 15.2
Forces on structures

Fig. 15.3
Shapes of members

Shape of Structure Members
The shape and orientation of members greatly
affect the strength of structures, Fig. 15.3. Hollow
sections can be both rigid and light. Depth and
corrugation give good resistance to bending.
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Fig. 15.4
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Triangulation Triangles are rigid shapes and, for
this reason, are widely used in the construction of
structures, Fig. 15.4. This method of making
structures stable is called ‘triangulation’.

Triangular shapes are widely used in the construction of
structures

Levers
A lever is basically a bar that can pivot about a
fixed point called a fulcrum. The force used to
move the lever about the fulcrum is called the
effort and the output force is called the load.
A lever can be used to move a large load with a
small effort (e.g. a crowbar) or to magnify a
movement (e.g. in an aneroid barometer).
The ratio of the two forces, load and effort, is
called mechanical advantage.

Fig. 15.5
A lever

Mechanical advantage  = load
effort

The ratio of the movements is called the velocity
ratio.

Velocity ratio  =
distance moved by effort
distance moved by load

There are three classes of lever, see Fig. 15.6.

Moments The forces applied to levers produce
turning effects called moments. The moment of a
force depends on the magnitude of the force and
on its distance from the fulcrum.

Moment = force x distance from fulcrum.

If a lever is not turning while subjected to forces,
it is balanced or in equilibrium — the clockwise
moments equal the anticlockwise moments,
see Fig. 15.7.

Fig. 15.6
Classes of lever

Fig. 15.7
Moments204
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Fig. 15.8
Some common levers

Exercise
Study the levers in Fig. 15.8:
1. Find the positions of the fulcrum, the load

and the effort in each.
2. Classify each lever.
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Linkages
A linkage is made up of levers. Linkages have a wide range of applications, e.g. to change the direction of
an input force or motion, to produce a number of outputs from one input and to move objects parallel to
one another.
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Toggle Mechanisms
These mechanisms are used to achieve large
clamping forces. The mechanism is basically two
links joined by a common pivot, Fig. 15.10. The
end of one link is pivoted to a fixed surface and
the end of the other is free to move. By applying a
force to the common pivot, the free end is pushed
downwards. The clamping force is at its greatest
when the links are in a straight line. Moving the
common pivot slightly further will lock the clamp
in the ‘on’ position.

Usually one link is extended to form a handle for
applying the effort, Fig. 15.10. The link then
becomes a lever. Toggle clamps have a wide range
of applications. In school workshops they are used
for clamping plastic sheets on vacuum forming and
blow moulding machines and for holding kiln
doors closed. They can also be used for holding
work for drilling. Toggle mechanisms are used on
prams and buggies for keeping the hood up, on
brake mechanisms and on vice grips.

Fig. 15.10
Toggle mechanism

Fig. 15.11 
The vice grips makes use of a toggle mechanism

Fig. 15.12 
Fig. 15.12 

A type of toggle clamp suitable for clamping work to a table
or holding plastic sheets for vacuum forming 
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Fig. 15.13 
Toggle clamp used on a door. In this case, the clamping link is
in tension (pulling the parts together). 

Pulleys
Pulleys are used for transferring motion and force
from one shaft to another and for lifting loads.
Household machines, such as sewing machines,
spin driers and washing machines, are often driven
by round grooved pulleys and round rubber belts.
Machine tools, such as drilling machines and
lathes, mostly use vee pulleys and vee belts.
There is less slippage with vee belts than there
would be with flat belts.

The pulley on the driving shaft, e.g. a motor
pulley, is called the driver pulley and the pulley on
the shaft being driven is called the driven pulley.

Fig. 15.14
Pulleys 
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Toothed belt In situations where no slip between
the driven and driver pulleys can be allowed,
a toothed belt and toothed pulleys may be used.
They provide a quiet, positive drive and are
commonly used for driving the camshaft on
engines.

Fig. 15.15
Toothed belt and pulleys

The speed of rotation of a shaft depends on:
1. The speed of the driving motor.
2. The diameters of the pulleys.

If a small pulley is driven by a large pulley, the
small pulley will revolve faster. So, a large pulley
driving a small pulley gives an increase in speed
and a small pulley driving a large pulley gives a
decrease in speed. Suppose a 100mm diameter
pulley drives a 50mm diameter pulley – for each
revolution of the driver pulley, the driven pulley
does two.

Fig. 15.16

Example: Fig. 15.16
The diameter of a motor pulley is 50mm and it
revolves at 240 rev/min. The diameter of the driven
pulley is 80mm. What is its rotational speed?

Note: The driven pulley is larger than the motor
pulley, therefore it will revolve more slowly.

Speed of driven pulley =
240 x 50

rev/min
80

= 150 rev/min

Some machines, such as drilling machines, need a
range of speeds. This is achieved by using stepped
cone pulleys. Different size pulleys are used to
give different drill speeds.

Chains and Sprockets
Chains and sprockets provide direct positive
drives; there is no slippage. They are used on
bicycles, motorcycles, go-karts and the camshaft
drives of some engines.

Fig. 15.17
Chains and sprockets
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An output speed depends on:
1. The speed of the driving sprocket.
2. The number of teeth on each sprocket.

The pedal sprocket of a bicycle has 45 teeth and
the back wheel sprocket has 15 teeth. Therefore,
for each revolution of the pedal sprocket, the back
wheel sprocket does three revolutions.

Example:  Fig. 15.18
The sprocket on the engine of a go-kart has
10 teeth and the sprocket on the back axle has 80.
If the engine revolves at 4,000 rev/min, what is
the rotary speed of the back axle?

Note: The back axle sprocket is larger and
therefore revolves more slowly.

Speed of back axle = 4,000  x
10
80

= 500 rev/min.

Fig. 15.18

Gears
Like pulleys, gears are used to transmit motion and
force. A gear is a wheel with teeth equally spaced
around its rim.

Fig. 15.19
Spur gears

Fig. 15.20
Bevel gears
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Fig. 15.21 
Worm and wormwheel cause a large reduction in speed

A set of interlocking or meshing gears is called a
gear train. Two gears meshed together rotate in
opposite directions. An ‘idler’ gear is used to make
two gears revolve in the same direction. It does
not change the speed ratio between the two gears.

Bevel gears transmit rotary motion where shafts
are at an angle to one another. 
A worm and wormwheel transmit rotary motion
through a right angle and also give a very large
gear reduction. 
A rack and pinion convert rotary motion to linear
motion and vice versa.

Speed is changed by using gears with different
numbers of teeth. A gear with a large number of
teeth driving a gear with a small number of teeth
gives an increase in rotational speed and vice versa.
Suppose a 100 tooth gear drives a 25 tooth gear.
For each revolution of the driver gear, the driven
gear does four. This relationship is called the gear
ratio.
Note: The gear ratio =

number of teeth on driven gear
number of teeth on driver gear

e.g. for the above train, the gear ratio

= 25 = 1
100 4

This is usually written as 1:4.

Fig. 15.22
Rack and pinion and some applications
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Example 1: Fig. 15.23
A motor gear has 36 teeth and revolves at
100 rev/min. The driven gear has 12 teeth.
What is its rotational speed?

Note: The driven gear is smaller so it will revolve
faster.

Speed of driven gear = 100  x
36

= 100 x 3
12

= 300 rev/min

Fig. 15.23

Example 2: Fig. 15.24
A motor gear has 20 teeth and revolves at
280 rev/min. The driven gear has 35 teeth. What is
its rotational speed?

Note: The driven gear is larger so it will revolve
more slowly.

Speed of driven gear = 280 x
20
35

rev/min

= 160 rev/min.

Fig. 15.24

Cams
Rotary cams change rotary motion into
reciprocating motion or sometimes oscillating
motion. A follower in contact with the edge of the
cam moves up and down, or in and out, as the
cam rotates. The shape of the cam controls the
motion of the follower. The follower is kept in
contact with the cam by its own weight or by
pressure exerted on it.

Fig. 15.25
Rotary cam and follower

Fig. 15.26
Some common cam profiles

Fig. 15.27
Some types of cam follower
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Fig. 15.28
Follower on pivoted arm – rotary motion to oscillating motion

Fig. 15.29

Fig. 15.30
Linear or flat plate cams

Linear Cams, or flat plate cams, change the
direction of reciprocating motion. The cam and
follower move with reciprocating motion but they
move in different directions.

Screw Threads
Screw threads have already been described in
Chapter 8. There is a great variety of screw thread
mechanisms. Some are shown in Fig. 15.31.

Fig. 15.31
Screw thread mechanisms
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Ratchets
Ratchets allow rotation in one direction only. They
are used in mechanisms such as ratchet spanners,
fishing reels, ratchet screwdrivers, micrometers and
the winding mechanisms of watches.

Fig. 15.32
Ratchet mechanisms

Clutches
A clutch is a mechanism which enables two shafts
to be easily connected or disconnected from one
another when they are being used to transmit
drive from one to the other.

The two basic types are positive clutches and
friction clutches. Positive clutches, e.g. claw
clutches, can only be used where the shafts can be
brought to rest before engagement. Friction
clutches allow smooth take-up of the drive and
enable engagement and disengagement while the
shafts are in motion.

Fig. 15.33
Clutches
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Crank and Crank/Slider Mechanisms
A crank is used to apply torque (turning force) to
a shaft. The greater the distance of the force from
the centre of the shaft, the greater the torque.
A shaft with a number of cranks is called a
crankshaft. A crank/slider mechanism converts
rotary motion to reciprocating motion or vice
versa.

Fig. 15.34
Crank/Slider mechanisms

Fig. 15.35
Crank mechanisms

Bearings
A bearing guides and supports a moving part of a
mechanism and allows the movement to take
place freely. There are three main types — flat
bearings, journal bearings and thrust bearings.

Flat bearings, Fig. 15.36, make use of sliding flat
surfaces. They are widely used on machine tools,
e.g. a lathe bed and carriage, a lathe cross slide, a
lathe top slide and the ram and slides of a shaping
machine. The action in a flat bearing is ‘sliding’
between slides and slideways. Cast iron is used for
flat bearing. Two cast iron surfaces running
together make an excellent bearing.

Fig. 15.36
Flat bearing
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Journal bearings, Fig. 15.37, support round shafts.
They carry radial loads only. They can be of the
plain, ball or roller type.

Thrust bearings, Fig. 15.38, take axial loads on
shafts.

Plain bearings are mainly used where only
moderate speeds and loads are involved. Bronze
and nylon are commonly used for the bushes and
thrust washers of these bearings.

Shafts are usually made of steel and can be either
soft or hard, depending on use.

The action in plain bearings is ‘sliding’ – between
the shafts and bushes or thrust washers. The action
in ball bearings is ‘rolling’ – between the balls and
their races.

Fig. 15.37
Journal bearings

Fig. 15.38
Thrust bearings

Lubrication
When two surfaces are moved over one another
without a lubricant, heat and wear are produced as
a result of friction. In certain circumstances, the
heat could be so great as to cause the surfaces to
weld together. Lubrication is the use of a lubricant
between the surfaces. This separates the surfaces
slightly and greatly reduces friction. Using a
lubricant helps to:
1. Reduce wear.
2. Reduce the heat produced as a result of

friction.
3. Reduce the power required to move the

surfaces over one another.
4. Keep the surfaces cool.

Investigation of Mechanisms
A knowledge of the design features of a variety of
mechanisms is very beneficial when searching for
solutions to our own design problems.
Understanding the construction and operation of
articles will help in their maintenance and repair.
Also, when buying articles, we will be better able
to compare them with others and evaluate them.

When investigating mechanisms, we should first
establish what their functions are and then find
out how these functions are being fulfilled. Many
mechanisms can be examined without being
dismantled. Beginners should dismantle only
discarded articles to avoid causing damage. Before
dismantling an article, find out as far as possible
how it works. The sequence in which the parts are
assembled should be recorded so that they can be
replaced correctly.
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Can-opener

Fig. 15.39
Can-opener

The upper handle of the can-opener pivots on a
pin in the retaining plate and the twist in the
handle enables the pressure to be exerted on its
flat side. A portion of the turning lever fits
through a plastic bushing in the other end of the
handle. The toothed wheel is fitted onto this
portion which is riveted over to hold the wheel.
The holes in the turning lever provide a good grip.
The lower handle is riveted to the retaining plate.

The bent end of the can-opener prevents the
wheel rubbing against the side of the can. The
upper end of the retaining plate is bent over to
provide the cutting edge.

The opener is fitted to the rim of the can as
shown in Fig. 15.39 B. When the handles are
pressed together, the cutting edge is forced into
the lid and the toothed wheel bites into the
underside of the rim. By maintaining the pressure
and operating the turning lever, the opener will be
driven around the rim, cutting the lid as it goes.

The toothed wheel is hard so that it resists wear
and the cutting edge is also hard to enable it to cut
into the lid. All the steel parts, except the retaining
plate, are chromium plated.

Surface Gauge
A surface gauge is used for scribing lines parallel to
the surface of the surface plate and also for
checking the parallelism of the work (see page 50).

The surface gauge must have provision for setting
the scriber at any angle and also for clamping the
scriber at any height on the spindle.

Fig. 15.40
Surface gauge

The clamp block has a slot cut into it so that it
can be closed slightly and clamped at any height
on the spindle. The clamp screw fits through the
sleeve and clamp block and has a nut containing a
spring screwed onto its end. The scriber fits
through holes in the sleeve and screw head.
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When the nut is tightened, the sleeve is brought
against the clamp block. The screw head, being
slightly shorter than the sleeve, will not come
against the clamp block. The holes will therefore
tend to pass each other, clamping the scriber in
position. At the same time, the tightening of the
nut closes the clamp block, clamping it on the
spindle. The spring in the nut maintains a slight
clamping pressure on the scriber when the nut is
loosened to prevent the scriber from falling out.

The parts are generally made from mild steel, with
the exception of the base, scriber and spring. The
base is made from cast iron with its bottom
machined. The scriber is made from high carbon
steel with its ends hardened and tempered.

Mortice Lock
A mortice lock is fitted into a mortice in a door
and is used to prevent the door being opened
except by using a key. It also has a latch to keep
the door closed without it being locked.

The Latch
One side of the latch is curved, and when pressed
against the receiver in the doorframe, it is forced
into the lock against the spring, Fig. 15.41 B. 
This allows the door to close fully. The latch is
then pushed forward by the spring, through the
receiver and into a groove in the doorframe. The
other side of the latch is flat; therefore, pressure
from the opposite side will not open the door. 
The ends of the latch holder are hooked to the
follower, and a square spindle fits through the
follower and into the door handles. This enables
either of the door handles to turn the follower and
withdraw the latch. When the handle is released,
the spring returns the latch to its original position.

Fig. 15.41
Mortice lock
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The Electric Bell
The construction of an electric bell is shown in
Fig. 15.42. The electromagnet, brass pillar and
spring are attached to the base but insulated from
it. The hammer, which strikes the gong, is attached
to a soft iron bar called an armature.

The bell is operated by a direct current.
Its path is from terminal A, around the limbs of
the electromagnet, onto the brass pillar, through
the contact screw to the spring, and back to
terminal B. When the bell switch-button is
pressed, the current flows and the electromagnet
becomes magnetised. It then attracts the armature,
causing the hammer to strike the gong. 
At the same time, the spring is pulled away from
the contact screw, thus breaking the circuit.
The current then stops flowing and the
electromagnet loses its magnetism, allowing the
armature and the spring to return and close the
circuit again. This procedure is repeated for as long
as the switch button is pressed.

Fig. 15.42
Electric bell
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Fig. 15.43 
Main parts of a four-stroke spark-ignition engine 
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The Four-Stroke Spark-Ignition Engine
This is the type of engine used in most motor cars.
It makes use of a crank/slider mechanism.
The main parts are shown in Fig. 15.43.

Piston This is the slider. It travels up and down in
the cylinder with reciprocating motion.
Combustion chamber This is the space into which
the fuel mixture is compressed by the piston.
It is also here that the combustion starts which
provides the power stroke.
Cylinder This guides the movement of the piston.
It also provides part of the space for the fuel
mixture intake.
Connecting rod It connects the piston to the
crankshaft.
Crankshaft This converts the reciprocating motion
of the piston into rotary motion.
Gudgeon pin It joins the connecting rod to the
piston.
Small end bearing This allows swivel movement
between the piston and the connecting rod.
Big end bearing It allows the crankshaft to rotate
in the end of the connecting rod.
Inlet valve This admits the fuel mixture into the
cylinder.
Exhaust valve This allows the burnt gases to exit
from the cylinder.
Valve spring This returns the valve to the closed
position and also keeps the valve retaining
mechanism in place.
Cam This opens the valve.
Camshaft This has the cams machined on it and
rotates to operate the cams.
Spark plug This provides the spark for igniting the
compressed fuel mixture.
Piston rings These provide a gas seal between the
piston and the cylinder and also prevent
lubricating oil passing into the combustion
chamber.
Lead This delivers the high voltage current to the
spark plug.

The Four-Stroke Cycle
The movement of the piston from its highest point
in the cylinder to its lowest, or vice versa, is called
a stroke.

The complete series of operations that occurs in a
definite order in an engine is called a cycle. 

The four-stroke engine requires four strokes of the
piston, or two revolutions of the crankshaft, for
each cycle. When the engine is running, the cycle
is being constantly repeated. Each stroke is shown
in Fig. 15.44.

Fig. 15.44 
The four-stroke cycle
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Induction stroke
The inlet valve is open and the exhaust valve is
closed. The piston is moving down the cylinder
creating a partial vacuum. This causes the fuel
mixture, which is air and petrol, to flow into the
cylinder.

Compression stroke
The inlet and exhaust valves are closed. The piston
is rising, compressing the mixture into the
combustion chamber.

Power stroke
At the end of the compression stroke, the fuel
mixture is ignited by a spark from the spark plug.
The resulting rapid combustion causes a huge
increase in temperature and pressure. This creates
a large force on the surface of the piston, forcing it
downwards. Both valves remain closed.

Exhaust stroke
The exhaust valve is open and the inlet valve is
closed. The piston is rising, driving the burnt gases
out through the exhaust valve.

The Two-Stroke Engine
This type of engine is commonly used for motor
cycles and for small outboard engines for boats. It
takes two strokes or one revolution of the
crankshaft to complete the cycle. A number of
operations take place on each stroke. Instead of
valves, three ports are used. These are covered and
uncovered as the piston moves up and down the
cylinder. The two strokes are shown in Fig. 15.46.

The Upward Stroke
As the piston moves upwards, the transfer and
exhaust ports are covered and the inlet port
uncovered. The partial vacuum created below the
piston causes the fuel mixture of air and petrol to
flow into the crankcase. At the same time, the
charge from the previous stroke is being
compressed above the piston.

The Downward Stroke
At the end of the upward stroke the compressed
fuel mixture is ignited by the spark plug. The rise
in pressure caused by the combustion forces the
piston down the cylinder. As it travels downwards,
it compresses the mixture in the crankcase and
uncovers the transfer and exhaust ports. This
enables the compressed mixture to transfer to the
top of the cylinder and the burnt gases to escape.
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Fig. 15.45 
Two-Stroke engine
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The cycle is continuously repeated while the engine is running.

Fig. 15.46 
The Two-Stroke cycle

1. (a) Name the types of force indicated at
A, B, C and D in Fig 15.47.

(b) Explain the difference between a static
load and a dynamic load.

Fig. 15.47

2. (a) Show where an extra member could
be added to the structure in Fig 15.48
to make it more rigid.

(b) Give four examples of the use of
triangulation to increase the rigidity of
structures.

Fig. 15.48

3. Name six types of basic mechanisms.

Exercises
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Fig. 16.1
Orthographic projection

Fig. 16.2
Oblique drawing

Fig. 16.3
Isometric drawing
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Fig. 16.1
Orthographic projection

Fig. 16.2
Oblique drawing

Fig. 16.3
Isometric drawing
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Fig. 16.1
Orthographic projection

Fig. 16.2
Oblique drawing

Fig. 16.3
Isometric drawing



The following directions should help when making
freehand sketches:
(a) Draw horizontal lines from left to right, 

Fig. 16.4(a).
(b) Draw vertical lines from top to bottom, 

Fig. 16.4(b).
(c) For inclined lines, turn the sheet so that they

can be drawn horizontally, Fig. 16.4(c).

(d) Keep your hand on the inside of curves, 
Fig. 16.4(d). You may have to turn the sheet
to do this.

(e) To draw a circle, first draw horizontal and
vertical  centre lines. Mark off distances equal
to the radius on each side of the centre,
Fig. 16.5(a). Join these points with light
curved lines, Fig. 16.5(b). Draw in the circle,
Fig. 16.5(c).
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Fig. 16.7
Use of square grid paper
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Fig. 16.8
Working drawings of a dinner gong



Working Drawings
Drawings which are used to give all the
information required for making articles are called
working drawings, Fig. 16.8. They consist of a
series of orthographic projections of each part of
the article and include measurements and all other
details required to make the article. It should be
remembered that in industry it is unlikely that the
person who makes the drawing will make the
article. Therefore, the information and instructions
must be given clearly.

Fig. 16.9
Assembly details of dinner gong

Blending of Lines, Forms and Colours
When designing an article, appearance must be
taken into account and lines, forms and colours
must be considered. You should experiment with
these until you find an attractive combination.

Fig. 16.10

Lines affect appearance by their direction, length
and relationship to one another. They can be used
to create interesting shapes and patterns. Vertical
lines can make an article appear higher than it is.
Horizontal lines can give an article a broad
appearance. Curved and sloping lines can suggest
motion and speed.

Form is the three-dimensional shape of an article.
It can be geometric, such as a cube or sphere,
or irregular.

Colour can make an article look bright, dark, dull,
rich, warm or cool. Materials have their own
natural colours, which are sometimes very
attractive, but they can also be coloured by
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